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Gaara hates Sasuke. Itachi hates Sasuke. Gaara wants revenge and meets up with Itachi. Itachi gets
close t Gaara...too close!
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1 - one-shot

This is a story for Sheena_X_Zelos, and her contest thingy!!

*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!*!

When enemies come together

Sasuke had many enemies. Some just hated him because he was so popular. Others just wanted him
dead. There were so many enemies that you could count on two hands&or three&but no one has three
hands&unless it was some kind of jutsu&



But anyway, Naruto and Sasuke had finally gotten closer. They were now&�good friends�
*coughloverscough*. Sakura didn�t mind, she was glad that they didn�t argue. But now that Sasuke was
gay Sakura was alone&until Ino came around. (A/N: Sorry but this is a yaoi/yuri so&ya)

But this story isn�t about Sasuke, Naruto or Sakura and Ino. Its about how two different people could
come together.

!@!@!@!@!@!@!



Gaara had been walking down a dirt path for sometime now. He had been thinking about fights in the
past, how he tried and accomplished becoming softer. And how he now liked&the same gender. He
wasn�t as cold as he was but he was cold enough to hate Sasuke with a passion.

Two years ago Gaara had found out about being homosexual. (A/n: GAARA I LOVE YOU!) And he had
fallen for Naruto. The two were together for 4 months until Sasuke used his charm and took Naruto away
from Gaara. He never forgave him. The two had even become friends but now they were just farther
than they were before.

�Damn Sasuke� Gaara thought as he walked down the road and out of Konoha. He then jumped into the
closest tree so if any one came along he could still be alone. He sat in his tree and stated to think of
ways to get back a Sasuke. But his mind began to wonder, but came back when a kunai flew into the
tree and almost hit him. He fell out of the tree and onto his head.



�Ah, shoot!� he mumbled as he sat up rubbing his head. He looked over at the attacker only to see that
he or she was covered by a hat. �What the hell is your problem? Why don�t&� The attacker pulled off the
hat to show midnight black hair. It was tied into a long ponytail and he had red eyes. �S&Sasuke?� Gaara
stood up and looked closer at the man.

�Heh&Sasuke, that�s a name I haven�t heard in a while.� He walked over to the red head and looked into
his green eyes. �I'm his brother, Itachi� Gaara gasped. �I�ve come to&visit&the little @$$� Gaara looked
up at Itachi, their eyes met and something&clicked. Itachi put his left hand under Gaara�s chin. �You hate
Sasuke don�t you?� Itachi�s red eyes stared into Gaara�s green ones. He nodded slowly and opened his
mouth a bit. �Then why don�t you help me� Gaara got out of the trance.

�Sure� Gaara wickedly smiled but frowned 5 seconds later. �But what's in it for me?� Itachi�s face became
closer. �I&want&something that&� he gulped as Itachi was now closer, �&that I would..." Gaara stopped
talking, for at that moment Itachi pressed his lips to Gaara�s.

The two males closed their eyes and deepened the kiss. �Why is he doing this&I&I thought that he



wanted to get Sasuke� Gaara pulled away and moved back against a tree. Itachi walked up to him.
Gaara put a hand out. �Stop it&I mean you want to get Sasuke&and we just met&I don�t get it�

Itachi grabbed his hand and pulled Gaara into a hug wrapping his arms around his waist. �You�re cute�
Itachi smiled. Gaara quickly looked up only to get caught in the older mans lips. �Do you live around
here?� Itachi slowly said as the two pulled apart. Gaara nodded. He then grabbed Itachi�s hand and
started pulling him, not really knowing what he was doing. �That�s good. We have to think of a plan&and
I wanna see your room.� Itachi smirked as Gaara turned a light pink.

�O-okay� He replied as they entered Konoha side by side. As they got to Gaara�s house Gaara explained
of how Kankuro and Temari were away and won't be back. Itachi shrugged and pulled Gaara inside. The
red head smiled since he was now getting into it. He grabbed both of Itachi�s hands and pulled him into
a dark room. He then pushed him inside, �Let�s think of a plan&� Gaara smirked as the door shut behind
the two and was locked. But Sasuke was forgotten that night&

THE END!!! !_!



!@!@!@!@!@!@!

Hoped you liked it Sheena!
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